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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically shifted medical trainees’ perspectives on the importance of global public health, yet travel restrictions and safety concerns have significantly altered their opportunities to participate in site-based, in-person global health (GH) electives. GH partnerships and educational activities have, out of necessity, pivoted to the virtual space.1-3 The emergence of new variants continues to add complexity to decision-making and planning for international travel. As our medical education communities ponder strategies and timelines to resume international travel, we must consider the safety and ethics of resuming personnel exchanges between countries for the purposes of GH partnerships and education. This pandemic-necessitated shift in partnership practices and the pause on medical trainee travel to international elective sites offers a unique window of opportunity to reimagine GH partnerships and education in a post-pandemic world. The pandemic’s magnification of health inequities, amidst broader calls for racial justice and decolonization of the field of GH,4-8 offers us an opportunity to reevaluate GH partnerships by centering equity and disrupting power imbalances between high-income country (HIC)-based academic institutions and partner institutions in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs).

The purpose of this perspective piece is to reflect on key considerations for HIC-based GH education programs for resuming GH electives in a safe and ethical manner while...
simultaneously reflecting on opportunities to strengthen GH academic partnerships. As GH educators in undergraduate and graduate medical education across the world, we do not seek to forecast a date when travel and participation in GH electives will be safe but rather suggest considerations for programs to evaluate the feasibility, safety, ethics, and timing for physical travel. We propose that there is a continued – if not greater – need for GH education in a pandemic/post-pandemic world; how GH education can be continued and reimaged in this context; and considerations for resumption of site-based, in-person GH education electives. These guidelines are likely to maintain relevancy for GH educators beyond this pandemic, as future infectious disease outbreaks are inevitable, as are other forces such as geopolitical instability, continuous human migration, climate change and weather disasters, increased air travel, and frenetic urbanization. This perspective is relevant to travelers from HIC settings such as the US, Canada, the European Union, the UK, and Australia.

The Immediate Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on GH Electives

Prior to the onset of the pandemic, undergraduate and graduate medical education trainees in HICs had high levels of participation in a range of GH elective experiences across the globe. For example, recent surveys demonstrated 24.2% of US medical students participated in GH electives during medical school; 34% of German medical schools offered GH electives; 10 up to 36% of UK medical students completed GH electives abroad; 11 7.3% of US pediatric residents participated in a GH elective during a given academic year, 55.5% of US pediatric residency programs offered GH electives abroad; 12 and 47.4% of US pediatric fellowship programs offered GH electives abroad. 13 Depending on the level of training and nature of the elective, HIC-based trainees participated in various activities during GH electives, including observation, teaching, research, and direct clinical care. For example, visiting students might observe health systems and clinical care, while visiting faculty and advanced trainees, such as fellows, may be arranged to provide critical patient care staffing at partner sites. 14

In early 2020, HIC-based GH education programs rapidly adapted to the dynamic and unfolding COVID-19 pandemic. Policies, travel restrictions, and flight availability changed by the hour, which not only affected the planning of forthcoming electives but also how to manage trainees located at international sites. Organizations such as the Peace Corps repatriated all of their >3,000 volunteers across the globe for an unprecedented temporary suspension of activities. 15 The heightened global travel restrictions required quick and decisive action to bring trainees back to their home countries, in some cases revealing vulnerabilities in emergency planning for GH electives. These expeditious decisions to return HIC-based trainees and medical staff home, whether voluntary or mandated by home institutions, were often unilateral and did not consider the impact on partner institutions. Many LMIC partner sites experienced sudden blows to their workforce with the rapid exodus of HIC partners. Moreover, LMIC partners were sometimes burdened with the task of supporting HIC trainee repatriation logistics at a time when their own institutions were stressed with emergency preparedness.

To our knowledge, the vast majority of HIC-based health professional trainees were relocated from GH elective sites back to their home institutions early in the pandemic and future away electives were paused, based on individual institutions’ risk assessments and recommendations from professional organizations. 16 Travel was impacted bidirectionally, and international travel of LMIC trainees and faculty was also halted during the pandemic. To adapt GH education in the absence of travel, many HIC-based programs offered trainees local GH electives addressing health inequalities and initiated a variety of online GH experiences. 3,7,17 However, the value of these online activities to both trainees and partners has yet to be fully assessed.

The rapid exodus from LMIC partner sites highlights the inherent privilege of HIC-based trainees and academic partners and exposed the uncomfortable reality that partnership is conditional. One study in Malawi demonstrated a 66% decrease in the clinical staff workforce in a large pediatric patient unit as US-based GH academic partners failed to meet their human resource commitments in the context of the pandemic. 18

Why: The Case for Global Health Education During and Beyond the Pandemic

The pandemic exposed our global interconnectedness and demonstrated that geographical borders do not contain the spread of viruses, viral variants, or misinformation. The pandemic magnified and compounded existing health inequalities globally. While the final toll of the pandemic has yet to be determined, the indirect effects on preventable diseases, malnutrition, chronic care access, mental health, and adverse economic impacts will have reverberating and longstanding impacts on GH. 19

There are many compelling reasons for HIC-based academic programs to eventually resume site-based, in-person GH electives for trainees: (1) there is a high and sustained trainee demand for GH training; 9,12,13 (2) GH electives offer transformative experiences that encourage and empower trainees to address health inequalities and disparities in their careers; 20,21 (3) the existence of institutional GH partnerships improves both trainee and faculty recruitment; 22 and (4) for institutions that value equity, global engagement is often a priority. Moreover, health professionals with training in GH may leverage their experiences to prepare for and respond to
programming. The pause in travel also offers programs an opportunity to reevaluate and recalibrate GH partnerships to address communication, power dynamics, and partnership priorities that more equitably center the needs and priorities of LMIC partners.24 There are opportunities to enhance shared leadership and goal-setting,25 promote bidirectional exchange of trainees and medical staff,26 and incorporate decolonization efforts.6

Sustaining GH Partnerships and Education during the Pandemic and Beyond

Continued Partnership and Communication

While some HIC-based academic institutions did maintain the physical presence of staff and faculty at LMIC partner sites throughout the pandemic, most shifted to virtual activities and support. Strengthened internet services in many LMIC locations paved the way for increased use of video conferencing platforms. GH partners continued working remotely to collaborate on grant applications, data analysis, manuscripts, and other programmatic areas. Virtual technologies were also leveraged for online office hours, roundtable discussions and panels, telehealth support of rounds, patient consultations, and other means of virtual technical assistance.28-30 The proliferation of webinars, often free of charge, has also allowed multilateral participation; however, accessibility is not uniform across LMIC institutions, and many without necessary bandwidth, devices, or data plans were unable to participate equitably. While the uptake of virtual technologies represents a welcome paradigm shift in GH engagement and may likely continue post-pandemic, the shift away from in-person engagement resulted in lost opportunities important to GH partnerships: shoulder-to-shoulder mentorship, direct participation in clinical care, research, and education, face-to-face relationship-building and bidirectional programming.

Shared Decision-Making on Timing of International Travel

As HIC-based academic institutions continue to maintain their GH partnerships, opportunities to discuss readiness for resuming in-person engagements are critical. We encourage leaders to lean into these conversations and listen first. How was the withdrawal of trainees, staff, and faculty perceived locally? What impact did these departures have on trust or feelings of betrayal within partner institutions, and is there a need to re-establish trust? Has the global partnership been maintained? Do all parties continue to see the benefit in resuming the exchange of trainees? Are alternative models of GH capacity-building more desirable to LMIC partners, for example, shifting focus away from human resource commitments from visiting trainees or medical staff and towards capacity-building of local staff? By engaging and listening, program leaders and partners will receive feedback on safe, equitable, and ethical ways to prepare for a return to international travel. As these conversations continue and at the invitation of LMIC partners, it is important that HIC-based trainees or faculty do not place unnecessary burdens on partner sites, especially where healthcare infrastructure may have been negatively impacted by the pandemic. LMIC partners’ insights and perspectives on readiness to receive international trainees is critical.1

Considerations for Resuming Site-Based, In-Person Global Health Electives

While it is clear that the pandemic will inform changes to what GH electives can and should be, the question of when it will be safe and ethical for trainees to re-engage with site-based, in-person GH electives remains unanswered. Programs may wish to consider a phased approach, where travel is prioritized for those with higher levels of training, longer-term experience, and stronger relationships with partners. And over time, as LMIC partners indicate increasing readiness, trainees, including fellows, residents, and health professional students, can then resume travel. Concomitant efforts should be made to resume or encourage bidirectional travel for LMIC faculty and trainees.27 Important ethical considerations around international travel include over-burdening GH partner sites, especially during times of health system strain in the setting of COVID-19 surges, as well as visiting trainee use of limited supplies of personal protective equipment.

Commitment to emergency and contingency planning for site-based, in-person GH electives will be critical prior to resumption of travel.31 Clear articulation of responsibilities for all partner organizations can prevent misunderstandings or confusion – whether related to medical care or travel for groups impacted by disruptions - in order to minimize burdens placed on LMIC partners and ensure the safety of trainees. Conversations and agreements with legal services and risk management personnel, and clarity in contractual agreements, as well as comprehensive insurance coverage have all been highlighted during this pandemic as key factors to ensure health and safety.

As HIC-based programs evaluate various challenges to international travel of trainees during and after the COVID-19 pandemic, there are numerous complex, shifting areas to consider at the GH partnership level, from the HIC program’s perspective, from the GH partner elective site perspective, international travel logistics, individual traveler risks, and country-specific risks. Programs should reevaluate GH partnership dynamics in the context of the pandemic and LMIC partners’ bandwidth to provide clinical services and logistical support to visiting trainees. The HIC program should evaluate institutional policies, medical evacuation, staffing (including coverage if a trainee’s return is delayed due to COVID-19), and budgets to support travel-related expenses, and update pre-departure training to cover COVID-
19-related topics. Programs should also evaluate GH partner site factors, including availability of personal protective equipment and infection control policies. As international travel continues to be more complicated, real-time evaluation of travel logistics should include requirements for testing, proof of vaccination status, and quarantine requirements from the departing, transit, and arrival countries as well as air carriers. Travelers should evaluate their individual risk thresholds, factoring in personal and family members’ health history and vaccination status. Finally, programs and travel ers should consider country-specific factors should be considered including local travel restrictions, health system strain, local epidemiology and predominant variants, testing capacity, population vaccination coverage, and ability to travel between and within countries safely. As we have seen throughout the pandemic, rules, regulations, and policies shift rapidly; therefore, programs will need to revisit these considerations frequently in resuming travel.

Conclusions

In today’s interconnected world, the COVID-19 pandemic has exposed and magnified numerous health-related inequities, highlighting the need for continued and improved GH education and academic partnerships. The pandemic has simultaneously forced short-term changes in the way HIC-based GH education is provided but also catalyzed programmatic innovations. Such challenging and historical events offer unique opportunities to reimagine GH education, enhance collaboration, and achieve equitable GH partnerships. How we respond this time can be transformative for the future of global collaborations and planetary wellness.
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